Best Practice :I
Title Of The Practice : Late Bhausaheb Varhade Competitive Examination Awareness
Programme
Objectives of the Practice :
1) To create the interest among students about competitive examination.
2) To aware the rural students about the competitive atmosphere generated in the present
era.
3) To groom students for MPSC, UPSC and other examinations.
The Context :
Our college is in rural area but in the vicinity of Amravati city. Mainly students from
economically and socially backward community, girls were take admission in the college. Now a
day almost all post in government offices are filled by way of competitive examination. The
students rural area, economically and social downtrodden community are lagging behind in this
examination. So to eradicate the inferiority complex from the minds of students towards the
competitive examination, our college has been conducting this particular examinations.
The Practice :
Career guidance cell is established in college through this cell lectures and guidance of
experts are organized on career avenues, competitive examination. Videos and lectures on career
guidance and competitive examination are shown on interactive board in college. In addition to
this four test based on competitive examination pattern were conducted. It usually contains 50
multiple choice questions carrying 02 marks each. The question in the examination covers on the
subjects like English, Mathematics, General Knowledge, Mental ability study etc.
Evidence of Success :
In the session 2018-19 majority of the students present in the lectures / guidance
proramme organize on career guidance and competitive examinations. Out of 452 students
admitted in college 143 students appeared / participated in examination organized by college on
competitive examination. Students get sensitize about the importance of competitive examination
from the point of view of job in government sector. Most of the students appeared the
examination of railways, staff selection commission, Zilha Parishad and other government
sectors.
Problem Encountered and Resources Required :

Most of the students are pessimistic/ not interested to involve in this scheme as they
thought the examinations are hard ,they are lagging behind the urban competitors in general
knowledge and personal interviews etc.

Best Practice :II
Title Of The Practice : Abhalmaya ( Tree Plantation Programme)
Objectives of the Practice :
1)
2)
3)
4)

To aware the students and society about plantation of tree.
To make conscious in the conservation of environment.
To create eco-friendly atmosphere in premises of college.
To cultivate environment consciousness among the people of surrounding villages.

The context:
Environmental balance is the need of today. Man and surrounding nature have deep relation with
each other , surface of earth should be clean and healthy plantation on earth, animal creature, human
beings suffer from pollution causes due to wrong activities done by human beings.

The practice :
To popularize the culture of environment consciousness among the people of neighboring village
the college started the project “Abhalmaya”. The responsibility of tree is given to students .
Students planted the trees in their native villages . Teachers monitor progress and conservation
of planted trees . In the academic session 2018-19 trees are planted at village Brahmanwada
(Bhagt) and nearby area.
Evidence of Success :
Due to increase in number of planted tree, the number of trees increased. The fully grown trees
are protected by villagers. Sarpanch , Senior citizen, School teachers are also contribute in this
project .
Problems encountered and resource required :
Lack of awareness among the society and students is the main hurdle in tree plantation
programme. Due to deforestation we face the calamities of change in environment in the form of
flood, drought etc but still the society is not aware about tree plantation.
As the target area of this tree plantation scheme is large (nearby villages) the college unable
to protect each and every planted tree .

